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Integrated M&D with the 845 Transformer 
Protection System

Chapter 1: Introduction

Introduction

Overview
The 845 Transformer Protection relay and the M&D (monitoring and diagnostics) devices 
are connected and operated in a client-server mode of operation. Installation and 
configuration details are provided to make sure the devices will work correctly together. 
The contents of the Transformer M&D  menu tree in the Enervista 8 Series Setup software 
are described in terms of their feature application and benefits.

Safety symbols and definitions
Before attempting to install or use the device, review all safety indicators in this document 
to help prevent injury, equipment damage, or downtime.

The following safety and equipment symbols are used in this document.

Indicates a hazardous situation which, if not avoided, will result in death or serious 
injury.

Indicates a hazardous situation which, if not avoided, could result in death or serious 
injury.

Indicates a hazardous situation which, if not avoided, could result in minor or 
moderate injury.

Indicates practices not related to personal injury.
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For further assistance
For product support, contact the information and call center as follows:

GE Digital Energy
650 Markland Street
Markham, Ontario
Canada L6C 0M1
Worldwide telephone: +1 905 927 7070
Europe/Middle East/Africa telephone: +34 94 485 88 54
North America toll-free: 1 800 547 8629
Fax: +1 905 927 5098
Worldwide e-mail: multilin.tech@ge.com
Europe e-mail: multilin.tech.euro@ge.com
Website: http://www.gedigitalenergy.com/multilin 

mailto:multilin.tech@ge.com
mailto:multilin.tech.euro@ge.com
http://gedigitalenergy.com/multilin
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Integrated M&D with the 845 Transformer 
Protection System

Chapter 2: Installation

Installation

This chapter outlines installation and configuration requirements.

Installation and Configuration
The Multilin 845 relay and KELMAN DGA devices are installed separately as per the 
individual installation and configuration instructions. However, for the integration of the 
845 and DGA device to work it is mandatory to follow these steps in sequence during the 
installation and operation.

Steps for integrating the 845 with the DGA device:

1. The DGA device must have TCP/IP support on Modbus protocol and must be 
connected to network through a router or switch or RS485 to the Ethernet converter. 
The  Static IP address, Modbus slave ID and port must be configured and saved in the 
DGA device as described in the Perception Installation & User Guide (there are 
separate installation and user guides for the desktop, server, web and workflow 
designer).

2. The 845 device order code must support M&D integration with DGA devices and must 
be kept in service after installation and configuration.

3. The 845 device RTC date/time setting configurations must be configured to UTC or 
local time zone based on synchronization to computer time or manual time entry or 
through a time synchronization source as per the 845 manual, see figure 1.
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Figure 1: Date/Time settings for the 845 relay

4. The DGA device RTC date/time setting configurations for an HM2 device must be done 
manually using the HM2 front panel or software as shown in figure 2 and must match 
the 845 RTC date/time setting configurations in step 3 as shown in figure 1.

Figure 2: Date/Time settings for HM2 device
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5. The DGA device RTC date/time setting configurations and time zone for the Transfix 
family of devices must be done manually using Transconnect software as shown in 
figure 3 and must match with the 845 RTC date/time setting configurations in step 3.  
Modbus Registers must be set to “Read Date/Time in Local Time” mandatorily. Do not 
enable the DST setting in the DGA device as shown in figure 3.

Figure 3: Date/Time settings in KELMAN devices

6. Once Date/Time registers are configured successfully referring to the same time zone 
settings, the DGA device type can be configured in the DGA Monitoring screen in the 
Enervista 8 Series Setup software based on communication configuration settings in 
step 1. Four DGA device types are supported.

7. The 845 Transformer Protection Relay and M&D devices are connected and operated 
in a client-server mode of operation. Communication settings for the configuration of 
the 845 and DGA integration has to be done in the DGA Monitoring screen as shown in 
figure 4.
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Figure 4: DGA device configuration setup

8. Once communication settings are configured, the 845 relay needs to be rebooted for 
establishing communication with the DGA device.

9. In case of a communication failure while establishing communication or after 
integration, an event is logged indicating communication failure with the DGA device. 
To re-establish communication, the communication link status has to be checked, 
verified and if it is OK the relay has to be rebooted again.
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Integrated M&D with the 845 Transformer 
Protection System

Chapter 3: Menu Structure for Transformer 
M&D

Menu Structure for Transformer M&D

The Transformer M&D menu items in the 845 Enervista 8 Series Setup software are 
organized as shown.

Figure 5: Transformer M&D menu structure

This section provides configuration guidelines and a detailed description about the usage 
of each menu item.
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Device Data
Device data provides the device ID,  and serial number of the DGA device connected to the  
845 relay. This information is used for physical identification of the DGA device connected 
to the 845, if required. See figure 6. The device ID and serial number are configured in the 
DGA device by the factory for shipment or during installation by a service engineer.

Figure 6: DGA hardware details

NOTE

For an HM2, these field items are hard coded and shown as HM2.

Dissolved Gas Analysis

Feature Description
The 845 relay reads gas ppm values at regular intervals of time based on the DGA device 
type and displays the latest gas ppm values along with the measurement time stamp in a 
DGA data table in EnerVista.

Figure 7: DGA data table in EnerVista

• Based on the DGA device type, applicable gas measurements supported by the device 
are read by the 845 relay and shown in this menu automatically. The same data will 
also be reflected in the MeteringDGA menu of the HMI.

• Apart from gas ppm values, ambient temperature sensed by the DGA device and the 
measurement date/time stamp from when the measurement was taken or initiated 
are also shown in the table.

• During the first or subsequent connection attempt with the Transfix, Minitrans and 
DGA 500 devices, the measurement date/time stamp will be shown as the time when 
the connection is established and from subsequent operation it will show the exact 
measurement date/time stamp. 

• Alarm limits shown in the table correspond to caution limits set in the Perception 
software. The 845 only reads alarm limits set in a DGA device using Perception 
software.
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• The DGA device diagnostic information is also shown on the same page for Transfix, 
Minitrans and DGA 500 devices indicating the caution/alarm status of the transformer 
from the DGA perspective and basic diagnostic information of the PGA hardware as 
shown in figure 8. This is not applicable for the HM2 device.

Figure 8:  Transformer learned data record

Feature Application and Benefits
• The latest DGA data from the transformer is available from the relay HMI and the 

EnerVista Setup software in the utility client room itself.

• Access to DGA information by the protection and control team for a quick glance at 
the gas ppm levels and the condition of the transformer/DGA device.

• The protection or electrical engineer can inform the maintenance engineer if any 
alarm or abnormality with the DGA values was observed.

• The protection or electrical engineer can inform the maintenance engineer if there are  
DGA device hardware issues.
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Learned Data Records
The Learned Data recorder measures and records up to 365 data record "sets" from actual 
transformer operation. The Learned Data Record is calculated  at midnight 12:00:00 a.m.  
each day and supports a total of 365 records based on the FIFO concept.

The 845 measures and records individual data records, as indicated below, all from actual 
transformer operation. The latest individual data record "set" can be viewed using the 
Learned Data feature on the relay. The data, when input cumulatively to the Learned Data 
Recorder can be used to evaluate changes/trends over time. Note that learned values are 
calculated even when features requiring them are disabled.

Clearing learned data (COMMANDS  Clear Xfmr Learned Data) resets all these values to 
their minimum values and clears the stored file. The date and time is recorded when 
clearing. In addition, an event ‘Clear Learned Rec’ is sent to the Event Record.

In this section the user can select 2 records based on color code and compare the change 
in values based on date as shown in figure 9. The values shown correspond to the 
maximum or latest values computed for the previous day (24 hours) to that of the date 
shown in the table because the LDR is generated the next day (at 12 hours).

RECORDS SINCE LAST CLEAR
This value shows the number of records since the last clear.

DATE/TIME OF LAST CLEAR
Range: Day, Month DD, YYYY HH:MM:SS

This value is the date and time on which the record was cleared.

Figure 9: Transformer energization record
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The following electrical and thermal data parameters are logged in the learned data 
record based on the order code within the metering range of the 8 Series platform.

Table 1: Electrical and Thermal data parameters 

Xfmr Phase A energization peak inrush current (Amp)

Xfmr Phase B energization peak inrush current (Amp)

Xfmr Phase C energization peak inrush current (Amp)

Xfmr Phase A energization 2nd harmonic inrush current (Amp)

Xfmr Phase B energization 2nd harmonic inrush current (Amp)

Xfmr Phase C energization 2nd harmonic inrush current (Amp)

Breaker 1 Total Arcing Current (kA2-Cycle)

Breaker 2 Total Arcing Current (kA2-Cycle)

Aging Factor (p.u.)

Xfmr Loss of Life (Hours)

Winding Hottest Spot Temperature (deg. C)

Top Oil Temperature (deg. C)

Ambient Temperature (deg. C)

Frequency (Hz)

Winding 1 Phase A 2nd Harmonic(%)

Winding 1 Phase B 2nd Harmonic(%)

Winding 1 Phase C 2nd Harmonic(%)

Winding 1 Phase A 5th Harmonic(%)

Winding 1 Phase B 5th Harmonic(%)

Winding 1 Phase C 5th Harmonic(%)

Winding 1 Phase A Total Harmonic Distortion (%)

Winding 1 Phase B Total Harmonic Distortion (%)

Winding 1 Phase C Total Harmonic Distortion (%)

Winding 1 Harmonic Derating Factor

Winding 1 Average Phase Current (Amp)

Winding 1 Transformer overload (%)

Winding 1 Phase A Demand (Amp)

Winding 1 Phase B Demand (Amp)

Winding 1 Phase C Demand (Amp)

Winding 2 Phase A 2nd Harmonic(%)

Winding 2 Phase B 2nd Harmonic(%)

Winding 2 Phase C 2nd Harmonic(%)

Winding 2 Phase A 5th Harmonic(%)

Winding 2 Phase B 5th Harmonic(%)

Winding 2 Phase C 5th Harmonic(%)

Winding 2 Phase A Total Harmonic Distortion (%)

Winding 2 Phase B Total Harmonic Distortion (%)

Winding 2 Phase C Total Harmonic Distortion (%)

Winding 2 Harmonic Derating Factor

Winding 2 Average Phase Current (Amp)

Winding 2 Transformer overload (%)

Winding 2 Phase A Demand (Amp)

Winding 2 Phase B Demand (Amp)

Winding 2 Phase C Demand (Amp)

Winding 3 Phase A 2nd Harmonic(%)
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Winding 3 Phase B 2nd Harmonic(%)

Winding 3 Phase C 2nd Harmonic(%)

Winding 3 Phase A 5th Harmonic(%)

Winding 3 Phase B 5th Harmonic(%)

Winding 3 Phase C 5th Harmonic(%)

Winding 3 Phase A Total Harmonic Distortion (%)

Winding 3 Phase B Total Harmonic Distortion (%)

Winding 3 Phase C Total Harmonic Distortion (%)

Winding 3 Harmonic Derating Factor

Winding 3 Average Phase Current (Amp)

Winding 3 Transformer overload (%)

Winding 3 Phase A Demand (Amp)

Winding 3 Phase B Demand (Amp)

Winding 3 Phase C Demand (Amp)

Breaker 3 Total Arcing Current (kA2-Cycle)

Xfmr Phase A Minimum Voltage during energization(Volts)

Xfmr Phase B Minimum Voltage during energization(Volts)

Xfmr Phase C Minimum Voltage during energization(Volts)

Phase A Real Power (kW)

Phase B Real Power (kW)

Phase C Real Power (kW)

Phase A Reactive Power (kVar)

Phase B Reactive Power (kVar)

Phase C Reactive Power (kVar)

Total Real Power (kW)

Total Reactive Power (kVar)

Total Apparent Power (kVA)

Power Factor

Real Demand (kW)

Reactive Demand (kVar)

Apparent Demand (kW)

Frequency Rate of Change(Hz/sec)

Volts per Hertz 1(V/Hz)

Volts per Hertz 2(V/Hz)

DGA parameters based on device type

Table 1: Electrical and Thermal data parameters (Continued)
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Feature Application and Benefits
• Determining the existing condition of power transformers is an essential step in 

analyzing the risk of failure.

• Data correlation of electrical, thermal and DGA data helps in monitoring the 
transformer from different angles and perspectives.

• Analyzing the transformer condition based on electro-mechanical characteristics 
after a major fault condition or failure or event.

• Seasonal variation of load, power, demand, harmonics and thermal data of the 
transformer can be verified.

• CO and CO2 gas ppm variations over days along with moisture indicate the insulation 
deterioration condition inside the transformer.

• H2 and C2H2 gas ppm variations over days indicate arcing and corona occurrences 
inside the transformer.

• CH4 gas ppm variations over days indicate sparking conditions inside the transformer. 

• C2H6 gas ppm variations over days indicate local overheating conditions inside the 
transformer.

• C2H4 gas ppm variations over days indicate severe overheating conditions inside the 
transformer.

• C2H2 gas ppm variations over days indicate arcing conditions inside the transformer.

• Consolidated data helps in effective operational monitoring of transformer and 
planning load demand.

• One of the most important transformer diagnostic tools is the operating history 
captured as learned data.
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Energization Records
Transformer Energization record is generated by the 845 relay for every successful 
transformer energization event. The recorder can only be retrieved using the EnerVista 8 
Series Setup software. Six of the latest energization records are supported by the 845 relay 
based on FIFO concept.

Each energization record consists of the following:

• Transient record data with 10 cycles of user configured energization winding source 
voltage and current waveform data of each phase sampled at 64 samples/sec.

• Computed energization parameters through data captured in the metering module 
from the initial ‘10’ cycles of captured raw data during the energization event and 
down sampling to 64 samples/cycle

• The latest available calculated, measured or monitored values for the selected 
winding source after successful energization

Clearing energization records (COMMANDS  Clear Xfmr Energization Record) deletes all 
the existing records and clears the stored file. The date and time are recorded when 
clearing. An event ‘Clear Learned Rec’ is also sent to the Event Record.

The Energization event trigger will create an ‘Energization record trigger” event in the event 
log. Up to six of the latest energization records can be launched and viewed in the 
EnerVista 8 Series Setup software. Each record consists of a record number, date/time of 
record generation, oscillography file generated during energization, computed and picked 
data.

The oscillography file corresponding to a particular record can be launched by clicking on 
the symbol corresponding to each record as shown in figure 10.

Oscillorgraphy symbol
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Figure 10: Transformer energization record

The energization record will be generated based on the condition for transformer 
energization configuration being successful. The menu is located under Setpoints  
Transformer  Xfmr Status Detection menu in the EnerVista 8 Series Setup software as 
shown in figure 11.

Figure 11: Transformer energization configuration
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The energization record winding source can be configured in Setpoints  Transformer  
General Setup as shown in figure 12.

Figure 12: Transformer energization winding source configuration

Each energization record in detail consists of the following:

• Oscillography file consisting of voltage and current parameters in each phase of the  
configured energization winding source at 128 samples/cycle for initial 10 cycles after 
energization event in COMTRADE format as shown in figure 13.

Figure 13: Transformer energization oscillography
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• Computed average values of the following parameters from the initial 2-9 cycles of 
current samples captured during the energization event,

• Computed minimum  values of the following parameters (based on order code) from 
the initial 2 to 9 cycles of voltage samples captured during the energization event,

• Values captured for the following parameters at the instant of the 10th cycle after an 
energization event start based on order code,

Computed average value

Phase A Peak Inrush Current (Amp)

Phase B Peak Inrush Current (Amp)

Phase C Peak Inrush Current (Amp)

Phase A 2nd harmonic inrush current (Amp)

Phase B 2nd harmonic inrush current (Amp)

Phase C 2nd harmonic inrush current (Amp)

Phase A 2nd harmonic inrush current (%)

Phase B 2nd harmonic inrush current (%)

Phase C 2nd harmonic inrush current (%)

Phase A 5th harmonic inrush current (Amp)

Phase B 5th harmonic inrush current (Amp)

Phase C 5th harmonic inrush current (Amp)

Phase A 5th harmonic inrush current (%)

Phase B 5th harmonic inrush current (%)

Phase C 5th harmonic inrush current (%)

Computed minimum value

Phase A Minimum Voltage(Volts)

Phase B Minimum Voltage(Volts)

Phase C Minimum Voltage(Volts)

Value captured at 10th cycle

Frequency (Hz)

Phase A RMS Current (Amp)

Phase B RMS Current (Amp)

Phase C RMS Current (Amp)

Energization Winding Source

Energization Winding Average Current (Amp)

Ground Current (Amp)

Phase A Total Harmonic Distortion (%)

Phase B Total Harmonic Distortion (%)

Phase C Total Harmonic Distortion (%)

Xfmr Status

Winding Hot-spot Temperature (deg. C)

Top oil Temperature (deg. C) 

Aging Factor (p.u.)

Loss of Life (Hours)

3-Phase Real Power (kW)

3-Phase Reactive Power (kVar)

Power Factor

Phase to Phase AB RMS Voltage(Volts)
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Offline Analysis: Energization records can be saved for offline or future analysis in the PC 
drive by opening the energization record window and clicking File  Save as and selecting 
the location in the drive to store the file which is saved with a .TER extension. These records 
can be opened again for offline or future analysis by opening the file with the .TER 
extension from the saved location in the drive.

Feature Application and Benefits
• High magnitude inrush currents during energization can be monitored for harmonic 

current which indicates the electrical and mechanical stress on the transformer.

• Effect of random switching on the transformer can be analyzed with respect to the 
load on the transformer during energization.

• DGA gas values and electrical monitored data during an energization event can be 
used as reference or baseline values to understand the degradation of the 
transformer health from energization cycle to cycle.

• Transformers are de-energized and energized: 
-  during network circuit breaker operation,
-  during fault reclosers operations,
-  manual and automatic trip conditions due to faults,
-  process start up/shut-down and
-  during external faults.
Due to residual flux high switching currents will be generated and can be captured 
through energization record.

• Inrush Current captured through energization record is a form of over-current occurs 
during energization of a transformer and is a large transient current which is caused 
by part cycle saturation of the magnetic core of the transformer.

• High magnitude currents during energization that are rich in harmonic content 
indicate electrical and mechanical stresses on the transformer.

Phase to Phase BC RMS Voltage(Volts)

Phase to Phase CA RMS Voltage(Volts)

Volts per Hertz 1(V/Hz)

Volts per Hertz 2(V/Hz)

DGA values based on device type

Value captured at 10th cycle
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Digital Fault Records (DFR)
Transformer Digital fault record is generated by the 845 relay for every successful 
transformer trip event that occurs. The recorder can only be retrieved using the EnerVista 8 
Series Setup software. The six latest digital fault records are supported by the 845 relay 
based on the FIFO concept.

Each Digital fault record consists of the following:

• Oscillography

• Pre or post configured electrical phasor data generated during the trip condition

• Pre and post fault gas ppm data

• Electrical and thermal data captured during the fault

• DGA models computed with pre or post fault gas ppm data

• A PDF report capturing integrated fault data. PDF reports can be in saved on the 
computer for future reference/analysis or can be shared across sites over email

Digital fault record consists of different sections which are explained in the following 
subsections.

DFR Record Selection
The 845 supports up to six latest DFR records, each record can be selected from the drop 
down menu and the data pertaining to each record is loaded automatically into each 
section as shown in figure 14. If there are any issues in retrieving the data then close and 
re-launch the DFR screen again.

Figure 14: Selection of DFR record

Fault Oscillography
The Oscillography file generated during a trip condition is automatically taken as a backup 
and shown along with the DFR screen. This Oscillography data in the COMTRADE format is 
the same as seen in the EnerVista 8 Series Setup software under Records  Transient 
record menu including channels configuration, except that this Oscillography record may 
be erased when new records are generated from time to time. The Oscillography records in 
the DFR screen will remain unless an overflow condition for the DFR records occurs, i.e. 
when more than 6 records are generated. In order to generate the Oscillography data or 
record along with the DFR record, the following configuration is defaulted in the platform 
Oscillography section under Setpoints Device  Transient Recorder, i.e. “Trigger on Trip” 
is selected as ‘On’ along with the other parameters shown in figure 15.
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Figure 15: Transient record configuration

NOTE

Note: If the user changes the configuration to not generate transient record during trip 
condition, then the Oscillography data or record will not be shown or retrieved along with 
the DFR record.

Once platform Oscillography is configured to generate a transient record during a trip 
condition, the Oscillography data can be launched in COMTADE format from the DFR 
record consisting of fault transient data by clicking the “Launch DFR Oscillography” View 
button as shown in figure 16.

Figure 16: DFR records window

Click the "Launch DFR Oscillography" View button to view the Oscillography record in 
COMTRADE format as shown in figure 17. The Oscillography record consists of the various 
analog channel waveforms configured in the Setpoints  Device  Transient Recorder 
section.

Figure 17:  DFR fault oscillography
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Fault Report (Electrical)
The Fault report file generated during a trip condition is automatically taken as backup 
and shown along with the DFR screen. This fault report data, given in tabular format, is the 
same as seen in the EnerVista 8 Series Setup software menu under Records  Fault report 
menu including the channels configuration, except that this fault report may be erased 
when new reports generate from time to time. The fault reports in the DFR screen remain 
until an overflow condition for the DFR records occurs i.e. when more than 6 records are 
generated. In order to generate the fault report data along with the DFR record, the 
following configuration is defaulted in the platform fault report section under Setpoints  
Device  Fault Report, i.e. Function is Enabled, “Pre-Fault Trigger” is selected as ‘Any PKP’ 
and “Fault Trigger” is selected as “Any Trip” as shown in figure 18.

Figure 18: Fault report configuration

NOTE

Note: If the user changes the configuration to not generate fault report during trip condition, 
then the fault report will not be shown or retrieved along with the DFR record.

Once the Fault Report is configured to generate fault report during trip condition, then the 
fault report data will be shown in tabular format from the DFR record consisting of pre and 
post fault electrical phasor data as shown in figure 19.

Figure 19:  DFR fault report
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Pre and Post Fault DGA data
In this section, DGA data captured  during pre and post fault conditions due to a trip on the  
transformer is shown along with the time stamps. One sample of pre-fault DGA data and 
two samples of post-fault DGA data are shown. Based on the scheduler configuration in 
KELMAN devices, two samples of post-fault DGA data after a fault has occurred due to a 
trip condition on the transformer are recorded within 2 to 24 hours. However, for an HM2 
device this is not applicable and the DFR may get generated within 30 minutes after a fault 
occurs.

DFR record is launched successfully when at least one sample of post-fault DGA data after 
a fault occurs is recorded. Any subsequent trip on the transformer that occurs until post 
fault 2 (DGA) data is acquired, will be ignored and no DFR record will be generated. Failure 
to record the first sample of post-fault DGA data for any reason such as a communication 
failure or error in the DGA device etc. will not generate any DFR records in the 845 relay.

Upon successful generation of pre and post fault DGA data based on the DGA device type, 
the DFR record shows the data along with alarm caution limits and color coding indicating 
DGA values crossing alarm caution limits. See the following figure.

Figure 20:  Pre and Post fault DGA data in DFR

Pre and Post Fault DGA Models
One sample of pre-fault DGA data and two samples of post-fault DGA data captured or 
recorded during a fault condition are given as input to the DGA models (Key Gas, Duval 
Triangle and Gas Ratio) and the model output is computed and shown in a single screen. 
This screen can be launched by clicking the “Launch DFR Models” View button, see figure 
21.

Figure 21: Launch DFR models screen

Only applicable models based on the DGA device type are computed in the DFR Models 
screen, see figure 22. The Key Gas, Duval Triangle and Gas ratio models are computed for 
the Transfix device type and the Duval Triangle model is computed for the DGA 500 device 
type. For Minitrans and HM2 devices, these models are not applicable and a message 
indicating “DGA Models are not applicable for this type” will appear.
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Figure 22: Pre and Post fault DGA models in DFR
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Monitored Data during Fault Condition
Key electrical and thermal data, computed or available just after a fault occurs due to a 
trip condition, is captured or recorded and shown as a table in the DFR screen based on 
the 845 relay order code, see figure 23.

Figure 23: Monitored fault data during fault
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DFR PDF Report
The user can generate a DFR record in PDF format by clicking the “Export DFR to PDF”  
Export button, see figure 24.

Figure 24: DFR PDF export window

This PDF report contains all the data and screens pertaining to each DFR record selected, 
based on the DGA device type, and can be saved as a PDF on a local computer drive. Only  
one DFR PDF can be launched and viewed at a time from the EnerVista 8 Series Setup 
software, see figure 25. A warning message requesting the closure of any opened DFR 
PDFs is shown when multiple PDFs are being opened.

Figure 25:  DFR PDF Report

Clearing DFR records (COMMANDS  Clear Xfmr DFR Records) deletes all the existing 
records and clears the stored files. The date and time is recorded when clearing. An event 
‘Clear DFR Rec’ is sent to the Event Record.

DFR event trigger creates the  ‘DFR record trigger’ event in the event log. Up to 6 of the 
latest energization records can be launched and viewed in the Enervista 8 Series Setup 
software. By default, the screen loads the latest record data.

Offline Analysis: DFR records can be saved for offline or future analysis in the PC drive by 
opening the DFR record window and clicking File  Save As and selecting the location in 
the drive to store the file with the .DFR extension. These records can be opened again, for 
offline or future analysis, by opening the file with the .DFR extension from its saved location 
in the drive.

Feature Application and Benefits
• Extend the operational service life of the transformer by monitoring electrical and 

DGA data during faults.

• Analyze stresses created on the transformer due to thermal overload as well as 
electromechanical stresses experienced by the transformer after each fault.

• Correlate pre and post fault electrical and DGA data captured during the fault to 
understand the electromechanical stresses. 

• Benchmark each fault based on the electrical and mechanical characteristics 
captured and fine tune the transformer operational settings for future similar faults 
that may occur.
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• Avoid dependency on periodic DGA analysis to estimate stress on the transformer 
during a fault. Pre and post fault DGA data captured during each fault when applied 
with DGA models will indicate incipient fault conditions or failure modes that have 
developed or progressed inside the transformer. 

• Transformers perform well under normal operating conditions, but faults can create 
sudden and catastrophic damage hence monitoring electromechanical 
characteristics during a fault plays a key role with the help of DFR.

• It is generally believed that failure occurs when a transformer component or structure 
is no longer able to withstand the stresses imposed on it during operation. Hence, it is 
critical to understand this stress during each major fault occurrence on the 
transformer such as trip occurred due to fault.

• Several hypotheses are used when analyzing the failure of the transformer. It is 
important to make sure that these hypotheses are supported by the information 
collected such as in the digital fault record data.

• Long service life is a problem for transformers due to incorrect operational practices 
that increase the stress on the transformers by thermal overload, as well as 
electromechanical stresses experienced by the transformers during through faults 
and nearby faults. This needs monitoring of the vital parameters which can be 
achieved by the DFR.

• Transformers can stay in service for a number of years more if good practices are 
adopted in condition monitoring and in protection philosophy. Periodic DGA analysis 
has its own advantages but may not always be effective. Serious faults are always 
dangerous even though DGA results were normal just a month before. Hence, DFR can 
bridge this gap to an extent.

• Transformers are normally very reliable items of electrical equipment, but when faults 
occur they can lead to the loss of what is usually the most expensive piece of 
equipment in the substation. Hence, monitoring each fault is critical and can be done 
with the help of the DFR record.

• It is generally believed that failure occurs when a transformer component or structure 
is no longer able to withstand the stresses imposed on it during operation. A failure 
slowly develops into permanent and irreversible transformer operating condition 
based on the component and severity of the failure. This is can be better monitored 
with the help of DFR. 

• Although DGA data recorded a few days before the fault occurred may not indicate 
potential problems, DGA data captured after the fault can show larger amounts of 
specific gas ppm values based on the failure severity.
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Models
Models consist of transformer operational data represented in a constructive manner 
using electrical, thermal and DGA data.

The Models section consists of Transformer models and DGA models.

Transformer Models
Transformer models represent transformer operational, electrical, thermal and DGA data 
based on learned data in the form of a trend chart. Each trend chart consists of computed 
or monitored parameter trends, classified based on relevancy as a group of 10 
parameters. The Data correlation model in this section is a customized trend chart where 
the user can select required parameters in trend to be displayed. These models are 
computed based on learned data capturing daily maximums up to 365 days.

The 845 relay and M&D devices individually provide many data channels (such as current, 
voltage, frequency, temperature, dissolved gases and moisture etc.) measured or 
monitored from the transformer. The EnerVista 8 Series Setup software groups relative 
channels and displays them graphically as a trend chart indicating the variation in 
parameters, each such group is called a “Model”. Following are the list of models.

• Power Model

• Current Demand Model

• Load Model

• Harmonics Model

• Thermal Model

• Gas PPM Model

• Data Correlation Model

The format of the model display typically contains a trend chart with gauges to indicate 
spot values as shown in figure 26.
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Figure 26:  Transformer Models Screen

• A model can be selected by clicking the button (with model name) on the left hand 
side of the screen.

• All of the available channels for that model are plotted on the trend chart.

• The first two channels are automatically chosen for the y-axis. The axis scale is 
automatically calculated based on minimum and maximum values of the channel 
data.

• A channel on the Y-axis can be changed by clicking on the gauge.

• Individual channel can be de-selected from the trend chart by unchecking the 
relevant checkbox under the gauge. The unchecked channel is automatically replaced 
with the following channel if it is on the y-axis.

• The gauges indicate the most recent reading from the range. If the cursor is within the 
chart area, then the gauges represent the value at the cursor position.
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Data Correlation Model
• The smart list of channels is automatically chosen for that device type.

• A channel can be added or removed from the trend by checking or unchecking the 
relevant checkbox (in front of channel name) in the Selected Channels dropdown list. A 
maximum of ten channels can be selected for the trend.

The smart list for each DGA device type is provided as follows.

HM2
• Winding 1 Transformer overload

• Winding 2 Transformer overload

• Winding 3 Transformer overload

• Winding Hottest Spot Temperature

• Transformer Loss of Life

• Hydran Level

• Hydran Hourly Trend

• Hydran Daily Trend

• Moisture H2O

• H2O hourly average

Minitrans
• Winding 1 Transformer overload

• Winding 2 Transformer overload

• Winding 3 Transformer overload

• Winding Hottest Spot Temperature

• Transformer Loss of Life

• Hydrogen

• Acetylene

• Carbon Monoxide CO

• Moisture

DGA 500
• Winding 1 Transformer overload

• Winding 2 Transformer overload

• Winding 3 Transformer overload

• Winding Hottest Spot Temperature

• Transformer Loss of Life

• Hydrogen

• Acetylene

• Carbon Monoxide CO

• Methane

• Ethylene
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Transfix
• Winding 1 Transformer overload

• Winding 2 Transformer overload

• Winding 3 Transformer overload

• Winding Hottest Spot Temperature

• Transformer Loss of Life

• Hydrogen

• Acetylene

• Carbon Monoxide CO

• Methane

• Ethylene

Some of the example transformer operating conditions which can be monitored using the 
Data correlation model and a Transfix device type are provided.

1. Transformer overheat condition monitoring

The following are the parameters which indicate Transformer overheat condition 
monitoring using the Data correlation model as shown in figure 27.

• Overheated oil indicates - C2H4 (63%), C2H6 (19%), CH4 (16%) as predominant gas 
values being generated in Xfmr.

• Winding over load condition increases heat inside the transformer. 

• WHST/Top oil/Ambient temperatures indicate heat intensity inside or near the 
transformer.

Figure 27: Data correlation model – Xfmr overheat analysis
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2. Transformer insulation overheat condition monitoring

The following are the parameters which indicate Transformer insulation overheat condition 
monitoring using the Data correlation model as shown in figure 28.

• Winding overload current increases heat inside the winding insulation.

• CO/CO2 gases indicate the paper insulation degradation condition.

• WHST/Top oil temperatures indicate heat intensity inside or near the transformer.

• Aging factor indicates insulation age progress rate.

• Moisture ppm indicates the water content in oil which can degrade insulation further.  

Figure 28: Data correlation model – Xfmr insulation overheat analysis
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3. Transformer overload condition monitoring

The following are the parameters which indicate Transformer overload condition 
monitoring using the Data correlation model as shown in figure 29.

• Winding overload indicates the amount of over load on each phase of the 
transformer.

• Overload increases stress and is indicated by - H2, C2H2, TDCG content in DGA.

• WHST/Top oil/Ambient temperatures indicate heat intensity inside or near the 
transformer.

• Apparent power and real power demand indicate the transformer power i.e. loading 
details.

Figure 29: Data correlation model – Xfmr overload analysis
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4. Transformer arcing condition monitoring

The following are the parameters which indicate Transformer arcing condition monitoring 
using the Data correlation model.

• Winding overload current increases heat inside the winding insulation, may lead to 
arcing inside the transformer.

• Aging factor indicates insulation age progress rate.

• Arcing in oil is indicated by - H2 (60%), C2H2 (30%) content in DGA TDCG.

• WHST/Top oil/Ambient temperatures indicate heat intensity inside or near the 
transformer.

• Apparent power and demand indicate the transformer power and demand i.e. loading 
details.

Figure 30: Data correlation model – arcing condition monitoring
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5. Transformer Corona/PD condition monitoring

The following are the parameters which indicate Transformer arcing condition monitoring 
using the Data correlation model.

• Winding overload current increases heat inside the winding insulation, may lead to 
corona or PD.

• Aging factor indicate insulation age progress rate.

• Corona in oil is indicated by - H2 (85%), CH4 (13%) content in DGA TDCG.

Figure 31: Data correlation model – Corona/PD condition monitoring
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DGA Models
DGA models consist of standard Duval triangle and Gas ratios model computed based on 
the latest 50 DGA samples data. The Key gas model is computed based on the latest DGA 
data.  The following models are supported by the  device type(s) listed and the EnerVista 8 
Series Setup software.

1. Key Gas model (Transfix).

2. Duval triangle model (Transfix/DGA 500).

3. Gas ratio model (Transfix). 

An explanation of each model is provided.

1. Key Gas Model

The Key Gas model compares the concentrations of key gasses (CO, H2, CH4, C2H6, C2H4 
and C2H2) against the thresholds for four fault conditions:

• Arcing from load current

• Corona, Partial discharge

• Overheated oil

• Overheated paper

1.1. Arcing from load current

Principle Gas - Acetylene (C2H2)

This particular fault condition produces a large quantity of hydrogen and acetylene with 
minor quantities of methane and ethylene. Carbon dioxide and carbon monoxide may also 
form if the fault involves cellulose. Oil may be carbonized.

1.2. Corona, Partial Discharge

Principle Gas - Hydrogen (H2)

This particular fault condition produces hydrogen and methane, with small quantities of 
ethane and ethylene.

1.3. Overheated Oil

Principle Gas - Ethylene (C2H4)

This particular fault condition produces ethylene and methane, with smaller quantities of 
hydrogen and ethane. Traces of acetylene may be formed if the fault is severe or involves 
electrical contacts.

1.4. Overheated Paper

Principle Gas - Carbon Monoxide (CO)

This particular fault condition produces a large quantity of carbon monoxide and carbon 
dioxide. Hydrocarbon gases, such as methane and ethylene, will be formed if the fault level 
increases.
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A chart is plotted for each fault condition from the latest record of the DGA log and is 
shown in the example of the Key gas model as shown in figure  32.  The date of the reading 
is also shown in the center of the four graphs.

Figure 32:  Key gas model

The bar graphs indicate the percentage of each gas as a proportion of the total of the six 
gasses (% TDCG) being presented.

For each gas, the colored bar indicates the fault condition level based on percentage as 
per standard and the white yellowish colored bar indicates the latest DGA data plotted 
against a colored bar in each chart for checking the fault condition level. 

The percentage figure in the center of each graph is the percentage of confidence 
indicating which might be the most likely fault condition out of the four fault types. This is 
influenced by the number and extent of the parameters exceeding their thresholds.
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2. Duval’s Triangle Model

The Duval triangle plots the points located at the relative percentages of three gases. The 
triangle is divided into a number of zones that signify the diagnosed mode of transformer 
fault as shown in figure 33. Three Duval triangle types are supported in the EnerVista 8 
Series Setup software.

• Classic

• 4-Low temperature faults 

• 5-Low temperature faults 

The 4-Low temperature faults are used only with the PD, T1 and T2 faults identified first in 
the Classic Triangle type.

The 5-Low temperature faults are used only with the T1 and T2 faults identified first in the 
Classic Triangle type.

2.1. Classic

Principle gases: Methane, Ethylene and Acetylene.

This triangle type allows detection of seven types of faults.

PD – Partial Discharge

D1 – Discharges of Low Energy

D2 – Discharges of High Energy

T1 – Thermal Fault, t < 300 C

T2 – Thermal Fault, 300 C > t < 700 C

T3 – Thermal Fault, t > 700 C

2.2. 4-Low Temperature Faults

Principle gases: Hydrogen, Methane and Ethane.

This triangle type allows detection of four types of faults.

S – Stray Gassing of Mineral Oil

C – Hotspots with carbonization of Paper, t > 300 C

O – Overheating, t < 250 C

PD – Partial Discharge

2.3. 5-Low Temperature Faults

Principle gases: Methane, Ethylene and Acetylene.

This triangle type allows detection of five types of faults.

S – Stray Gassing of Mineral Oil

C – Hotspots with carbonization of Paper, t > 300 C

O – Overheating, t < 250 C

T3 – Thermal Faults of very high temperature, t > 700 C

PD – Corona Partial Discharge

The Duval’s Triangles dropdown menu offers navigation between different triangle types. 
The latest fifty DGA data values are plotted in the Triangle as dots. The position of the dot in 
the triangle zones and its color code is indicative of any of the fault conditions mentioned 
on right side of the screen, identified again by the same color codes. A DGA data point 
represented by a dot can be selected from the various zones inside the triangle. These dots 
(gas values) are colored with the earliest dot represented by a cyan color and then ranging 
to deep blue for the most recent dot (gas value) in triangle.
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Figure 33: Duval triangle model
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3. Gas Ratio Model

The Gas Ratios screen displays the concentrations of gases in a three axis cube graph as 
shown in figure 34. The position of the plot points or dots is indicative of certain fault 
conditions.

The method of plotting the gas ratios can be selected in the Ratios dropdown, highlighted 
by the blue rectangle. The choices are as follows:

• IEC 60599 

• IEEE C57.104

• Ratios Table

Figure 34: Gas ratio model

• The latest plot point or dot is automatically chosen and its values are displayed 
automatically on the right side of the screen. The plot points are similarly colored from 
cyan to dark blue from earliest to latest. Fault zones within the cube can be identified 
by the color code and position of the dot.

• The user can rotate the cube by clicking the left mouse button to one side of the cube 
and then dragging the mouse. If you select another plot point node, then the black 
dotted lines project its position onto the cube surfaces and the selected point 
dropdown is updated. The selected point information on the legend is also updated. A 
diagnosis for the selected point is displayed (as highlighted) automatically.

• In addition, the ‘Ratios Table’ option which is shown in figure 35, indicates the IEC 
57.104 Transformer Condition, Rogers Ratio and Doernenburg Ratio with their 
resultant diagnoses for the selected point.
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Figure 35:  Gas ratios table

Offline Analysis: Models can be saved for offline or future analysis in the PC drive by 
opening the Models window and clicking File  Save As and selecting the location in the 
drive to store the file which is saved with a .tmd extension. These records can be opened 
again for offline or future analysis by opening the file with the .tmd extension from the 
saved location in the drive.

Feature Application and Benefits
• The protection or electrical engineer can regularly assess the incipient fault conditions 

inside the transformer and inform the maintenance engineer in the case of an 
abnormality.

• The protection or electrical engineer can understand and correlate the accelerated 
development or progress of an incipient fault condition with respect to load, 
harmonics, current demand and internal or external faults on the transformer. 

• DGA is the first indicator of a problem and can identify deteriorating insulation and oil, 
overheating, hot spots, partial discharge, and arcing.
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Historical Maximum Record
The Historical maximum record consists of lifetime operational maximum values along 
with the time stamp of the specific parameter. Key electrical, thermal and DGA data are 
monitored for maximum values and if any of the existing parameter values in the historical 
maximum record is less than the latest computed value, it is replaced with a new 
maximum value and its associated time stamp until a new maximum occurs.

Clearing the Historical maximum record (COMMANDS  Clear Xfmr Historical max Record) 
deletes the existing record and clears the stored file. The computation for the historical 
maximum then happens from that instant. The date and time are recorded when clearing. 
An event ‘Clear Historic Max Rec’ are sent to the Event Record.

The Historical maximum record table shown in figure 36 consists of the date/time when 
the parameter saw the maximum over the transformer lifetime, parameter name, 
maximum value and Phase of the parameter which saw the maximum (if phase is 
applicable). Any value not computed in the Historical maximum record shows the default 
value with UNIX EPOCH time.

Offline Analysis: The Historical maximum record can be saved for offline or future analysis 
in the PC drive by opening the Historical maximum record window and clicking File  Save 
As and selecting the location in the drive to store file which is saved with a .txt extension. 
These records can be opened again for offline or future analysis by opening the file with 
the .txt extension from the saved location in the drive.

Feature Application and Benefits
The Historical maximum record helps users in transformer monitoring to understand peak 
stress experienced by the transformer at any instant of time over its past operating life.

Figure 36: Historical maximum record
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Transformer Health Report
The Transformer health report gives an executive summary on transformer operational 
data in the form of a PDF report within a user selectable date/times range for applicable 
sections. The PDF report  consists of report data, Online DGA status, name plate data, 
energization summary, protection events summary, key learned data parameters trends, 
historical maximum data, DGA data and DGA models based on the 845 order code.

Clicking on Transformer Health Report in the EnerVista 8 Series Setup software menu 
structure opens the Health Report window shown in figure 37. The user can configure the 
following parameters and select the date/time range for which health report to generate 
using the data within that range.

– Report Created By – Name of the person who created the report as configured 
by user.

– Transformer name – Name of the transformer as configured by user.

– Utility/Substation Name – Name of the Utility/Substation as configured by user.

– Area – Location where transformer is located.

Figure 37:  Health report configuration window

After the Create Report button is selected, a warning message to overwrite existing the 
PDF appears. If "OK" is selected, a PDF report opens and provides the information 
described in the following subsections.
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Report Data
Report data consists of a summary about the transformer.

Figure 38: Report data in health report

The various fields shown in figure 38 are explained.

Utility/Substation Name, Area, Report Created By and Transformer Name - As 
configured in health report generation screen. 

Transformer Relay – GE 8-series 845 relay. 

Transformer DGA Monitor – DGA device type as configured in the Transformer M&D  
DGA monitoring section.

Transformer Status – Energization status (Energized/De-Energized) based on the current/
voltage/breaker sensing mechanism configured. 

Loss of life – Latest loss-of-life of transformer computed by the 845 relay during report 
generation time.

Monitor Status - Normal or Alarm based on the alarm (caution) limits shown in the 
Transformer M&D  Dissolved Gas Analysis.

Report Generation Time – Time stamp when health report is generated by user.

Duration of Data - As configured in health report generation screen by user. This date/
time range is applied only to learned data and events summary.

Online DGA status: Indicates caution or alarm indications as ON/OFF assessed based on 
the latest DGA data and caution/alarm limits set in DGA device. Service indicator indicates 
any issue with DGA device internal hardware. This is only applicable for KELMAN device 
types.

Caution/Alarm indicators are shown as a grey color when they are OFF and an orange/red   
color when they are ON. The Service indicator shows as a green color when it is OFF and as 
a red color when it is ON. 
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Name Plate Data
The Transformer data as configured in Set points  Transformer  Transformer Setup 
section in the Enervista 8 Series Setup software is displayed under the label Name plate 
data as shown in figure 39 .

Figure 39: Name plate data in health report

Energization Data
The computed data from the latest 6 energization records available are shown as a table 
which is depicted in figure 40. The parameters displayed in the health report are the values  
computed during an energization event indicating inrush characteristics.

Figure 40: Energization data in health report
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Trip Summary
The Trip summary provides the total for the number of times a trip occurred on the 
transformer due to Current, Voltage/Frequency/Power, Differential and Miscellaneous 
element operation within the report generated date/time range as shown in figure 41.

Figure 41: Trip summary in health report

Pickup Summary
Pickup summary provides the total for the number times an element has picked within the 
report generation date/time range due to Current and Voltage/Frequency/Power as shown 
in figure 42. Note that Differential and Miscellaneous element value can increase beyond 
the configured pickup level but may or may not have tripped the transformer.

Figure 42:  Pickup summary in health report

Operating History
The Operating history summarizes the totals for the number of events related to 
energization/de-energization of the transformer, trip commands and alarm conditions that 
occurred for all the protection and control elements within the report generation date/time 
range as shown in figure 43.

Figure 43:  Transformer operating history in health report
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Protection Event Summary
The Protection event summary provides the total number of events that are related to 
specific protection and control elements that occurred in the relay. The summary covers 
the events that happened within the report generation date/time range as shown in figure 
44.

Figure 44:  Transformer protection event summary in health report

Learned Data
Learned data within the Health report captures the trend for the key monitoring 
parameters (based on the order code) within the report generation date/time range.

Key Monitoring Parameters
• Aging factor

• Transformer loss-of-life

• Winding hottest spot temperature

• Top oil temperature

• Ambient temperature

• Winding 1 transformer overload %

• Winding 2 transformer overload %

• Winding 3 transformer overload %

• Total Real Power

• Total Reactive Power

• Total Apparent Power

• Real demand

• Reactive demand

• Apparent demand

• Power factor
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Latest Online DGA status
The Health report displays the latest DGA data available in the 845 along with alarm 
(caution) limits as a table as shown in figure 45. The report is generated based on a DGA 
device type and only for the ‘M’ order code.

Figure 45: DGA data table in health report

DGA History Trend
The Health report displays the latest available DGA history data in the 845 as a trend chart 
image when the report is generated. The report is generated based on a DGA device type 
and only for the ‘M’ order code as shown in figure 46.

Figure 46: DGA history trend in health report
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DGA Models
The Health report displays the DGA models – Duval triangle (classic), Gas ratios (IEEE 
C57.104) and Key gas computed with the latest 50 available samples of DGA history data 
in the 845. The report is generated for the Transfix device and only for the ‘M’ order code.

The Health report displays the DGA model – Duval triangle (classic), computed with latest 
available 50 samples of DGA history data in the 845. This report is generated for the DGA 
500 device and only for the ‘M’ order code.

This section does not include DGA model information for the HM2 and Minitrans device 
types as they are not supported.

Feature Application and Benefits
• Risk assessment of the transformer population(s) in service; which transformers are 

critical, important connections.

• Assessment of the condition of individual transformers; e.g. visual inspection, 
diagnostic measurements, monitoring, protection summary, learned data.

• Life cycle decisions about the future of the transformer: Is retirement, refurbishment, 
replacement or relocation necessary.

• Determining the existing condition of power transformers using the health report can 
be an essential step in analyzing the risk of failure.

• Most of the transformers can be in service for more than 25 years if good practices 
are adapted in condition monitoring and protection philosophy. Combined data 
analysis with the use of the health report can help in this context.  

• Determining the transformer condition with the help of the health report is useful in 
itself for making short-term decisions regarding operation and maintenance. 

• Assessing transformer condition with the help of the health report through diagnostic 
techniques can play an important role for conducting asset management studies for 
transformer replacement. 

• Transformer condition assessment is an important input to an engineering and 
economic model used to determine the most cost-effective alternative for power train 
rehabilitation (i.e., continued operation, refurbishment, or replacement).
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DGA Historical Trend
The DGA historical trend consists of a trend chart of DGA parameters of the latest 100 gas 
ppm values displayed as a varying trend based on the DGA device type. Color codes for  
each gas ppm value plotted on the graph is shown on the right side of the graph. The date/
time is shown at the top of the trend chart when the mouse is positioned there and the gas 
values are shown on the right side.

Figure 47: DGA history trend

The scale for any gas ppm value can be chosen by clicking the appropriate button beside 
the gas name on the right side of the screen. A default scale is shown for first channel.

Clearing the DGA history (COMMANDS  Clear DGA History) deletes the existing record and 
clears the stored file. The date and time are recorded when clearing. An event ‘Clear DGA 
Hist’ is sent to the Event Record.

Offline Analysis: The DGA history file is saved automatically along with the models i.e. 
when the user saves the models data as a .tmd file. DGA history  is saved automatically 
along with the models data in the same PC drive location.

Feature Application and Benefits
• Availability of the DGA data and short term history in the relay control room itself for 

viewing and monitoring.

• The protection or electrical engineer can inform the maintenance engineer in the case 
of an alarm or abnormality with the DGA values and trends observed.
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Appendices Key Information

This appendix provides important notes for using the M&D features

Key information to note
1. The relay needs to be rebooted for establishing communication with the DGA device 

during initial, subsequent communication or during a configuration change.

2. It is mandatory and critical that the time change or time zone settings change in the 
DGA device must not happen by any other client including the Perception software 
except for the 845 relay. Any change in the DGA time stamp w.r.t the relay will lead to 
logic failure or a data update failure in relay. 

3. During the launch of the Perception software a caution as shown below can appear to 
synchronize the PC time with the DGA device. The user should ignore this caution and 
press ‘No’. In case ‘Yes’ is pressed by mistake, the relay must be rebooted or else the 
logic can fail.

4. Do not enable DST in the DGA devices using the Perception software. Since the relay 
time synchronizes the DGA devices, it will take care of the DST setting from the 
Enervista 8 Series Setup software automatically, if enabled. 

5. Note that the communication card in the 845 relay takes 1 to 2 minutes to initialize 
after a boot up.

6. The Relay first time communication with a DGA device (i.e. KELMAN devices only) when 
the DGA device is in measurement mode gives the date/time as the connection 
establishment time. This data is not logged in DGA history. 

7. To ensure that communication is successfully established with the DGA device, check 
the device data or the DGA data table for the latest data updates from the DGA 
devices. 

8. All DGA related content and records are cleared upon a change in the DGA device 
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type.

9. The relay must always be kept in service for the M&D features to work. 

10. Note that the notification for a communication failure with a DGA device instead of 
being instantaneous may take a few minutes longer. 

11. For basic or advanced security the user needs to login for configuring DGA devices 
and other related settings. 

12. Except for the DGA data table and device data, all M&D screens are not dynamic. The 
user needs to close and open the screen for data to be updated. 

13. An error code in the DGA data table is shown as 32-bit integer value. Refer to the 
Perception software for details on the error code description. 

14. When error codes are present in DGA devices (KELMAN devices only) the DGA data 
may get updated with zero values or values which cannot be accurate. Check with the 
M&D service or maintenance teams when these types of error codes are present. 

15. The default value for the normal state shown in the DGA data table is false and all 
indicators are OFF.  

16. Configure caution limits in the DGA device for alarm limits to be populated in the 845 
DGA data table.     

17. The ambient temperature shown in the DGA table is actually read from the KELMAN 
device and not the 845 measured value. 

18. The Learned data record is not generated if the relay is rebooting or the power failed 
or it is out of service during 12 a.m. 

19. The LDR is generated based on metering values. Those elements which require 
settings to be enabled for metering computation e.g. V/Hz  need to be enabled.

20. The Energization record consists of a fixed 10 cycles of data after energization of the  
transformer irrespective of any subsequent trips or state change within 10 cycles. 

21. Pre-trigger is not shown in the Energization record Oscillography if the relay comes 
online with the transformer already energized.

22. Voltage and current parameters shown in the Energization record Oscillography are 
based on the winding source type.  

23. If transient record is in protected mode and the configured number of Oscillography 
records has already been logged, then further DFR records do not capture OSC 
records with fault/trip. 

24. If there is any trigger settings change apart from 'any trip' as the trigger source in  
platform transient record and fault report, then further DFR records will not capture 
Oscillography and fault with fault/trip. 

25. A communication failure with the DGA device before post-1 DGA data capture does 
not generate DFR and before post-2 DGA data capture does not capture post-2 DGA 
data after fault/trip. 

26. A DFR record triggered when the KELMAN devices are in measurement mode takes ~ 1 
hour more time to generate the DFR base record in comparison to when it is in 
standby mode. 

27. The DGA history trend does not indicate any missing DGA samples or inaccurate DGA 
values. 

28. If a fault occurs when the DGA is measuring post-2 values, the DGA subsequently runs 
another measurement immediately after coming to Standby. However, the data 
collected at the end of this measurement is not part of the old DFR, nor does it trigger 
a new DFR.

29. The DGA history trend in the EnerVista 8 Series Setup software does not take error 
codes, if any in the DGA measurement, into account while plotting the data. Hence, 
abnormal or zero gas ppm values have to be ignored or checked with the Perception 
software. 
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Revision History

The tables outline the releases of and major changes to this manual. 

Revision History

Table 2: Revision history

Manual P/N RELEASE DATE

1601-0658-A1 12 November 2015

Table 3: Major updates

Page Number 
(A1)

Page Number 
(A1)

CHANGES

First release
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